Travel with award-winning transition educator Mike Kelly through the ups and downs and ins and outs of his work within the disabilities field.

Along the way, meet interesting kids with disabilities, famous professional athletes, and everyday folk who make a difference—and discover the many ABILITIES kids with disabilities actually have.

Kelly serves up a generous portion of inspiration here.
—PHILADELPHIA WEEKLY

Insightful and Entertaining!
—TIMOTHY J. MCKINNON, AUTHOR OF “NEVER: JENS PULVER AND THE WEDNESDAY GROUP THAT WILL CHANGE THE WORLD”

Heartwarming!
—ROSA DUARTE, REPORTER, WFMZ-TV

A Must Read!
—THE FOLLY CURRENT

Will change the way you see kids with disabilities.
—ALL ABOUT ABILITIES

Outside-the-box thinking that produces life-changing results.
—COMMONWEALTH CHARTER ACADEMY
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